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IOP Publishing and Società Italiana di Fisica wish to thank CAEN Spa for facilitating digital access to Physics World for SIF members in 2017. CAEN Spa is one of the most important spin-offs of the Italian Institute of Nuclear Physics. Founded in 1979 by a group of senior engineers from the INFN, is today worldwide recognised as one of the leading companies in the electronics instrumentation field. It is acknowledged as the only company in the world providing a complete range of High/Low Voltage Power Supply systems and front-End/Data Acquisition modules which meet IEEE Standards for Nuclear and Particle Physics.
Physics World is the world's leading physics magazine. Every month it brings you features from the world's leading physicists and science writers, comprehensive news and analysis, incisive opinion pieces, sound careers advice, reviews of the best new books and multimedia, and the ever-popular Lateral Thoughts page.

SIF members may access Physics World through the SIF Members Area.

Physics World digital magazine
Physics World app (apple devices)
Physics World app (android devices)